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Abstract 
Lidl, R. and W.B. Mtiller. Generalizations of the Fibonacci pseudoprimes test, Discrete 
Mathematics 92 (lwl) 211-220. 
Di Port0 and Filipponi recently described a generalization of the standard test for an odd 
composite integer n to be a pseudoprime (cf. [2]). Instead of evaluating powers of a given 
integer modulo n, they define a Fibonacci pseudoprime of the mth kind to be an odd composite 
integer n with the property 
V,(m) = m mod n. 
Here V,(m) are the generalized Lucas numbers, or equivalently, the Dickson polynomials 
g,(x; r) for r = -1 and evaluated at x = m. The Fibonacci pseudoprimes of the 1st kind are 
exactly the known Lucas pseudoprimes (cf. [I61 and [18]). Here we consider several 
generalizations. 
In this paper we indicate the following possibilities for generalizing the 
Fibonacci pseudoprimes test: In Section 1 we introduce a Dickson pseudoprimes 
test that is based on the Dickson polynomials g,(x; r) for arbitrary parameter . 
The cases r = +I, -1 and 0 are important special cases; the case r = 0 represents 
the standard pseudoprimes test. Pairs of Dickson polynomials in two variables are 
used in Section 2 to give what appears to be an efficient test for so called Dickson 
pseudoprimality of odd composite integers. In Section 3 we suggest a different 
test involving rational functions with integral coefficients in numerator and 
denominator, called RCdei pseudoprimes test. 
*This paper was supported by the esterreichischen Fonds zur Fiirderung der wissenschaftlichen 
Forschung under FFWF-Project Nr. 6174. 
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The scarcity of Dickson pseudoprimes in a given range of positive integers 
suggests that failure of the Dickson pseudoprimes test can be used as a 
probabilistic primality test. 
An important area of applications of large prime numbers is in cryptography, 
-ir’11a&r 0rvW.U. _ ,=_.S . ,---... Y ‘WYU lr La*- P- f~rur rvntncv~temc ran*+ large primes. 
1. me (a, rj=Dirkson pseudoprimes 
Let g,(x; r) denote the Dickson polynomial of degree n and parameter , which 
may be defined as 
where [n/2] denotes the greatest integer j S n/2. Note that the coefficients of g,, 
are integers if r E Z. 
Lemma 1.1. The Dickson polynomials satisfy the recurrence relation 
g,(x; r) =-m-h; r) - pk2(x; r) 
with initial conditions go@; r) = 2 and g,(x; r) = x. 
(1.1) 
Proof. If u is an invertible element of an extension ring of Z the Dickson 
polynomials atisfy the functional equation 
see [17] for details. Hence 
2-xr 
i Ifl=l_rz+rz2. n=O gnzn = 1 - uz 1 rz -- 
11 
Multiplication by the denominator on the right and comparison of coefficients of 
powers of z gives the desired result. q 
Remark 1.2. The recurrence reiation (1.1) yields a fast evaluation algorithm for 
Dickson polynomials. This algorithm takes in the worst case twice the time of 
exponentiation (cf. [14]). A different algorithm for evaluating g,(x; r) of 
complexity O(logz n) is given in [ 111. 
Lemma 1.3. If p is a prime then g,,(x; r) =x modp for all x E B. 
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Proof. The assumption follows immediately from the facts that for any prime p 
the coefficients p Cp ;j) of xp-‘j in the Dickson polynomial g9(x: r) are 
P-l‘ ‘ 
congruent 0 modp for 0 <j =Z [p/2] and xp =x modp for all x E Z by the theorem 
of Fermat. q 
Lemma 1.3 suggests the following generalization of the Fibonacci pseudoprimes 
test. 
Definition 1.4. An odd composite integer n is tailed a Dickson pseudoprime of 
the kind (cu, r) (in short: ((u, r)-Dickson p.reudoprime or simply (ar, r)-Dpsp) if 
g,,(a; r) = (Y mod n, 
where (veN and rEiZ. 
The special case r = -1 of Definition 1.4 is the definition of the Fibonacci 
pseudoprimes of the ath kind as given by Di Porto and Filipponi [2]. In [2] the 
notation V,(m) is used instead of g,(m; - 1). The case r = - 1 and (Y = 1 yields the 
Lucas pseudoprimes (cf. [ 181). The case r = 0 of Definition 1.4 represents the 
standard definition of a base LY pseudoprime, since g,(x; 0) = x”. 
The Dickson polynomials g,(x; r) of arbitrary degree n are closed under 
polynomial substitution (composition) if and only if r = +l or 0. The Dickson 
polynomials g,(x; r) of odd degree n are closed under substitution if and only if 
r=+l, -1 or 0 (cf. [7]). In the case that the composition of two Dickson 
polynomials with the same parameter r is closed, it holds that 
g,(x; r)og,(x; r) = g,,(x; r). (1.2) 
In general, for an arbitrary parameter  and arbitrary degrees n and I, we have 
g,(x; r’)og,(x; r) = gnr(x; r). (1.3) 
The composition property (1.3) of Dickson polynomials allows us to establish a 
result that generalizes [2, Theorem 61. 
Theorem 1.5. If an odd composite integer n passes the (CT, r)-test for being an 
(a, r)-Dpsp and the (r, O)-test for being a base r pseudoprime, then it passes also 
the (gZk+,(a; r); rzk+‘)-tests, for k = 1, 2, . . . 
Proof. From (1.3) we obtain 
gJx; r2k+‘)~g2k+l(x; r) =g2k+dx; r”)og,(x; r). 
Since n passes the (cu, r)-test and is a base r pseudoprime, we have 
gn(a; r) = CY mod n 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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2. The (a, /I, r)-Dickson pseudoprimes 
In this section we use generalized Dickson polynomial vectors in two variables 
in a test for pseudoprimaiity. For detaiis of Dickson polynomial vectors in several 
variables we refer to [9] and [B]. 
efinition 2.1. The Dickson polynomials g&, y; r) and &(x, y; r) in two 
variables are defined by the explicit expressions 
gk(x, y; r) = ‘2’ 
i=o 
&(x, y; r) = ‘y’ 
i-0 
[k/31 &(_I)’ 
c i=ok-i-2j 
(” ii; 2j)(i f j),k-2i-3jyi, 
1k/31 k(_l)’ 
,z,(k-i-2j) 
(” Sty2j)(i :j)ri+*jxiyk-2i-3j 
where the summation ranges over i, j with 2i + 3j s k. 
We note that for r E Z the polynomials gk and & have integral coefficients. 
These polynomials can also be derived from the functional equations 
gk(& y; r) = Uk + vk + 
gk(x, Y; d 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where u and u are in a suitable extension and x = u + v + T/U and y = 
r/u + r/v + uv, see [B, p. 3761. 
~_.eUIIIW 2.2. The polynomials gk and & Satkfi the following recurrence relations: 
gk =xg,-1 -ygk-2 + rgk-3 (2.3) 
with initial conditions go = 3, g, = x and g, = x2 - 2y ; 
gk =Y&!k-l - rxgk-2 f r2gk_3 (2.4) 
with initial conditions & = 3, g, = y and g2 = y2 - 2rx. These recurrence relations 
can be used to evaluate gk and &. 
Proof. From (2.1) we obtain 
i &zk = (1 - uz)-’ 
k=O 
+(1 -*z)_‘+ (l-J&)-’ 
(3 - 2xz + yz2) 
=(l -xz +yz2-rz3)’ 
We multiply this equation by the denominator on the right. Comparison of 
coefficients of z yields (2.3) and the initial conditions for gk. The recurrence for & 
is proved similarly. q 
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By Using the explicit expression for gk and & in Definition 2.1 we can show the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. The Dickson polynomials gk and & satis’v the foilowing relationships 
for odd k: 
gk(-xP y; 4 = -&(& Y; --r), gk(-x, -Y; d = -gk(xr -y; r) 
gk(--6 y; r) =gk(% y; -rh gk(-X, -y; -r) =gk(x, -y; --I). 
As a special case of [9, Theorem 31 we have Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 2.4. The Dickson polynomial vectors (gk, &) are closed with respect to 
composition if and onfy if r = 1, - 1 or 0, i.e. 
(gk(Xp Y; d9 gk(x9 Y i r)) ’ (&(% y ; r), &(x9 y ; r)) 
= (gkdXp Y; r)p gkm(& Y; r))a 
We now generalize the approach of Section 1 to obtain a probabilistic primality 
test. This test is based on the following property. 
Lemma 2.5. If n is a prime number then 
g”(Ly, /3; r) = LY mod n, &,(a, @;r)=@modn 
for all pairs (cu, /3) E Z2 and n + r. 
Proof. Definition 2.1 shows that the coefficients of powers of x and y are 
congruent 0 mod n for all (i, j) i (0,O). In the case (i, j) = (0,O) the coefficient of 
x” is 1. Since n is a prime we have x” =x mod n. The claim for & follows 
similarly. 
Definition 2.6. An odd composite integer n is called a Dickson pseudoprime of 
the kind (a, /3, r) (in short: (CY, 6, r)-Dickson pseudoprime or simply (a, /I, r)- 
Dpsp) if 
g”(Ly, P;r)=amodn and &(a, #J;r)=Pmodn. 
A number of numerical experiments suggests that it is preferable to use 
Definition 2.6 as it stands, rather than testing n with either the polynomial g,, or 
the polynomial g,,. 
We say that an odd composite integer n passes the ((Y, p, r)-test if both 
conditions in Definition 2.6 hold. In the special case r = + 1 we note that 
g,(x,y; l)=g”(yJ; 1). 
Lemma 2.7. The odd com,vxitc integer n is un ( LY, /3, r)-Lbpsp for r = I if mLC only 
if g,,(Ly, fi; 1) = ac mod n. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let r = 1, - 1 or 0. If an odd composite n passes the (a, /3, r)-test 
for g, and iin then it also passes the (g2k+l(a, Cp; r), g2k+I(a, p; r), r)-tests, for 
k = 0, 1,2, . . . 
Proof. If n passes the (cu, /I, r)-test, then 
(&(a, /I; r), &(@, B; r)) = (cw, Is) mod n. 
Lemma 2.4, together with Definition 2.1 imply 
(!I”(&&+,, &+1; 4, f”bk+lt t&+1; r)) = (gn(*k+Lp &*k+l)) 
= (m+l, &k+d mod n. 
So far we have only considered Dickson pseudoprime tests that involve one 
particular pair ((u, j3) and a fixed parameter r. We can eliminate many more odd 
composite integers n from being Dickson pseudoprimes if we require that 
Definition 2.6 is applied to a given n for a number of pairs (cu, /I) and different 
parameters r. We also may require that n has to satisfy for a fixed r all Dickson 
pseudoprimes tests for 0 s (Y, /3 5 n - 1 or for -(n - 1)/2 < (Y, /3 s (n - 1)/2. 
Here several of the tests will be superfluous because of Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 
2.3. It is an open problem if odd composite integers IE exist which are 
((u, /I, r)-Dpsps for all (Y, #3 E (0, 1, . . . , n - 1). Numerical evidence suggests that 
there are no such (a; p, r)-Dpsps simultaneously for various values of cy and 6, 
see Example 2. Il. 
In describing some of the numerical data we have gathered, we use the 
following notation: s~((Y, /l, r) denotes the ith Dpsp n of the (a, /I, r) kind, 
i=l,2,..., according to Definition 2.6. The ith odd composite integer n that 
satisfies gn(a, Jl; r) = cy mod n or &,(a. p; r) = /3 mod z, respectively, is denoted 
by fj(~, #I, r) or Si(cU, 6, r), respectively. If there is no possibility of misinterpreta- 
tion we shall abbreviate these numbers as Si, ti and Ii. 
Example 2.9. Let r = 0. We note that in this case the second component in the 
Dickson polynomial vector (g,, &) at ((v, j3) is /3”. Hence the Dpsp test in this 
case combines the standard pseudoprimes test to base p with the test involving 
the polynomial gn( cy, /3; 0). 
Example 2.10. Let r = + 1. In this case we found that there are no ‘small’ 
(a, B, r)-Dpsps for cy # /I, 0 s cy, j3 G 2. In fact, all s,( LY. p, 1) are >104 for (Y + p 
as stated. 
Example 2.11. Let r = - 1. This is the case where most data have been collected 
and the numerical evidence suggests that the ((u, /3? r)-Dpsp test appears to be 
more efficient in sieving pseudoprimes than the ((u, r)-Dpsp test of Section 1. One 
of the resulting suggestions from the data is that the vector approach, i.e. 
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considering (g,, &) is better than using g, or &, alone; e.g. note that t,(3,0, 
-1) = 21,5,(3,0, - 1) = 5833, but s,(3,0, -1) > 3 - 104. Similarly r,(O, 1, -1) = 121, 
tl(O, I, -1) = 1155, but ~~(0, 1, -1) > 3 3 I04. 
3. R&iei functions for prhnaIity testing 
In this section we introduce a new probabilistic primality test that is based on a 
family of rational functions over h, introduced by Redei in [15]. Let t be a 
nonsquare in Z. 
Dedinition 3.1. The Redei function f,(x) is defined as 
WI n i n_-2i 
i4-J 2i tx co 
Note that the denominator h,(x) is always 20 and numerator and denominator 
are polynomials over Z. If 0 = fi we have the following formula for fn :
f”(x)=Q(x+Q)“+(x--) 
(x+Q)n-(X-QO)n’ 
This follows from 
fn(x) + Q= x + 0 L > n fn(x)-0 -8 * 
The last equation implies the important property of closure of fn under 
composition. 
fn(x)ofm(x) =fn(fm(x)) =fnm(x)* 
Various properties of RCdei functions and their applications have been investi- 
gated in [l, 6,131. 
Remark 3.2. A fast algorithm for computing the values of the function 
fn(x) mod m is based on the square-and-multiply technique and has complexity 
O(log, n), see [13]. 
Definition 3.3. Let t be a nonsquare in Z. Then we define F,,(x) = t(“-‘)‘2fn(x) for 
odd integers n. 
This definition of rational (polynomial) functions will be used for a pseudo- 
primality test that is based on the following property. 
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Lemma 3.4. If n is an odd prime number then 
F,(x) =x modn. 
Proof. The result can be obtained by applying the explicit expression of fn in 
Definition 3.1. Alternatively, 
(x+O)n+(x-63) 
Fn(x)=8”(X+~~_(X_~).=Xn. 
Since n is prime the result follows from Fermat’s Theorem. 
In the following we assume gcd(f, n) = 1. 
Deiinition 3.5. An odd composite integer n is called a Rtfdei pseudoprime of the 
kind (cu, t) (in short: (a; r)-Ridei pseudoprime or simply (CY, t)-Rpsp) if 
F,(a) = P mod n. 
We say an odd composite n passes the (a; t)-Rpsp test if t;n( a) = LY mod n. The 
functions F,(X) can be used for testing for Redei pseudoprimality in the same way 
as Dickson polynomials are used in Sections 1 and 2. The numerical evidence 
collected so far indicates that for a fixed t there are very few ((w, t)-Rpsps for any 
LY and that there appear to be none that satisfy the ((v, t)-tests simultaneously for 
all LY in the range 0 C (Y < n. The explicit expression of Definition 3.1 shows that 
for odd n we have 
fn(-4 = -fnw 
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